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Chapter 6 

Investigating Expressive Power 

When once you have taken 
the Impossible into your calculations 

its possibilities become practically limitless. 

from "The Peace of Mowsle Barton," Saki 

In this chapter we investigate the expressive power of hybrid languages, both through 
semantic and syntactic characterizations, and by means of the meta-logical properties 
of interpolation and Beth definability. The work in the chapter is centered around the 
language %s(?s.I), which is analyzed in detail. Even though the satisfiability problem 
for ~Hs{@,i) is undecidable, this language presents a particularly good meta-theoretical 
behavior. We will also comment on how and when the results we prove for 7is(@, i) can 
be adapted to sublanguages and extensions. From a description logic perspective, these 
results can be seen as marking the farthest boundaries of expressivity. 

We begin by providing both model-theoretical characterizations (via a restricted 
notion of Ehrenfeucht game and an enriched notion of bisimulation) and a syntactic 
characterization (in terms of bounded formulas) for Hs(@, 4-)- The key result to emerge 
is that %s(@,l) corresponds precisely to the first-order fragment which is invariant for 
generated submodels. This is in line with the investigations in [van Benthem, 1983], 
where characterizations of some natural modal model-theoretical operations were pro
vided. If we add (-R-1) to the language and modify the notion of generated submodels 
accordingly, then the @ operator can be dropped. For hybrid languages without binders, 
we provide characterizations in terms of bisimulations. 

We then move to interpolation and Beth definability. After introducing the different 
ways in which these properties can be defined and explaining their inter-relations, we 
establish that Hs(@,l) has (strong) interpolation and. as a corollary, also the Beth 
definability property (both global and local). The proof of strong interpolation for 
%s(@,4.) can be generalized to any pure extension of the logic. This behavior contrasts 
sharply with what is known for basic modal languages, where general interpolation 
results are scarce. Interpolation (both strong and weak) does not go through, though, 
when we restrict %s(@,4) to its finite variable fragments. We also prove that only weak 
interpolation obtains for %$(&)• 

For languages where nominals appear free in formulas and which do not provide a 
binding mechanism, failure of arrow interpolation seems to be the norm. In particular, 
we provide counter-examples to interpolation for the basic modal language extended 
with nominals. HN(&) and Hs(@). The extensions of these languages with the (i?_1) 
or E operators fare no better. But in Section 4.5 we have proved that interpolation 
reappears if we restrict the use of nominals by moving to the languages ~H(@, @0) and 
'H((R-1),@,@0) (see Theorem 4.15). 

vQ 
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6.1 Characterizations 
We begin by providing a syntactic characterization. In particular, we will specialize 
the standard translation ST introduced in Definition 3.3 to the %s(@>4) language. It 
will be clear that the range of the translation lies in a certain bounded fragment of FO, 
and we will define a reverse translation HT which maps the bounded fragment back 
into the hybrid language. Thus, we are free to think either in terms of Hs(@, 4) or the 
corresponding bounded fragment. 

We will then turn to semantic characterizations. Clearly, rls(@, 4) is a genuine hybrid 
of modal and first-order ideas (after all, it combines Kripke semantics with the idea of 
binding variables to worlds), thus there are two ways to proceed. The first is essentially 
first-order: we will look for a weak notion of Ehrenfeucht games (see Definition 1.7). 
The second is essentially modal, using hybrid bisimulation (Section 3.5). As we will see, 
both paths yield natural notions of equivalence between models, and by relating them 
(and drawing on our syntactic characterization) we can provide a detailed picture of 
what Hs(@,X) offers. 

6.1.1 Translations 

In the sections that follow we will mainly discuss uni-modal languages but the results 
are easy to extend to the multi-modal case. 

Recall the standard translation we introduced in Definition 3.3, but now specialized 
to the 7is{@, 4) language. 

DEFINITION 6.1. [Standard translation for Hs{@, 4)] The functions STX and STy are 
defined by mutual recursion as follows 

STx(ij) = 
b 1 x (Xj j -
STx(Pj) --

STx{^<p) -
STx(<pAil>) --

STx(0<p) ~-
STx(@s<p) --

STx(\.Xj.ip) -

= {x = ij),ij€ NOM 
= (x = Xj), Xj E SVAR 
= Pj(x), Pj e PROP 
= - S T x ( p ) 
-- STx(<p) A ST,W) 
-- 3y.(R(x,y)ASTy(<p)) 
-- (STx(ip))[x/s] 
= (STX^))[XJ/X) 

STy{ij) = 
bly(Xj) = 

STyiPj) = 
STy{-«p) = 

STy{<pAip) = 

STy(Oip) = 
STy(@s^) = 

O 1 y\-l'Xj-ip) = 

(y = ij), ij e NOM 
(y = Xj), Xj 6 SVAR 
Pj(y),Pj 6 PROP 
->STy{(p) 
STy(v)ASTy(ip) 
3x.(R(y,x)ASTx(<p)) 
(STy(<p))[y/s) 
[STv{ip))[xily\. 

Now for the interesting question: what is the range of ST? In fact, it belongs to a 
bounded fragment of first-order logic. 

Given a first-order signature ({R} U UREL, CONS. VAR) we define the bounded frag
ment BF as the set of formulas generated by the following grammar: 

FORMS = R{t.t') | Pj(t) \t = i/ \-iep \ <pi A <p2 \ 3xl.{R{t.xt) A v?) (fori, ^ t), 

where x% e VAR. t.t' e VAR U CONS. Pj e UREL, <p, ipu ip2 e FORMS. Notice 
the important side-condition on the generation of existentially quantified formulas. It 
prevents sentences like 3x.(R(x,x) A x = x) from falling into the fragment. As we 
will see, there is a strong connection between formulas in the bounded fragment and 
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invariance under generated submodels, and formulas like 3x.(R(x,x) A x = x) are not 
even preserved under this operation. 

The bounded fragment arose in set theory, where the bounding relation R would 
be interpreted as membership e. Most properties of sets can be formalized in BF. A 
characterization for BF was provided in [Feferman, 1968] in terms of outer extensions of 
first-order models using proof-theoretical means (as an instance of a more general result 
involving infinitary languages). In [1983], van Benthem provides a model-theoretical 
proof in terms of generated subframes. 

Clearly ST generates formulas in the bounded fragment. In addition, we can also 
translate the bounded fragment into Ws(@,4-)- The translation HT from the bounded 
fragment over ({R} U UREL. CONS. VAR) into the hybrid language over (UREL. CONS. 
VAR) is defined as follows. For t, t' e VAR U CONS 

HT(R(t,f)) = @tOt' 
HT{P3{t)) = @tPj 

HT(t = t') = @tt' 
HT(-vp) = ^HT(p) 

HT^Aip) = HT(^)AHT{^). 
HT(3x.(R(t,x)A<p)) = @tOlx.HT{<p). 

By construction, HT(tp) is a hybrid formula built as a Boolean combination of @-
formulas (formulas whose main operator is @). We can now prove the following strong 
truth preservation result. 

PROPOSITION 6.2. [HT preserves truth] Let ip e BF. Then for every first-order model 
M and for every assignment g, M |= ip[g] iff M,g IF HT(<p). 

PROOF. We use the following fact: let ^ be a Boolean combination of ©-formulas, then 
there exists an m such that M, g, m IF tp iff M. g IF if. 

HT(3x.(R(t,x) A </?)) is the interesting case. We have M \= 3x.(R(t,x) A <p)[g] iff 
M \= (R(t,x) A ip)\g^] for m e M. Let t be the denotation of t in M under g^. 
Given the restriction on variables in bounded quantification, ( / i . whence t is also 
the interpretation of t in M under g. So RM(t,m) and M \= ^[g^]- By induction 
hypothesis, M,gx

m IF HT(ip) iff M,g,m IF ±x.HT(<p), iff M.gA IF 0\x.HT{y) iff 
M,g,t IF @tO±x.HT((p) iff M,g IF @tOix.HT(tp). QED 

As simple corollaries we have: 

COROLLARY 6.3. Let <p(x) be a bounded formula with only x free, then for all models 
M and for all m e M, M \= ip[m] iff M,m IF lx.HT(ip). 

COROLLARY 6.4. Let ip be a first-order formula in the hybrid signature. Then the fol
lowing are equivalent 

i. tp is equivalent to the standard translation of a hybrid formula, 
ii. ip is equivalent to a formula in the bounded fragment. 

Moreover, there are effective translations between Hs{@,l) and BF. 
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6.1.2 Generated Back-and-Forth Systems 
We now turn to the problem ot providing semantic characterizations ot "H${@,\). in 
this section we will adopt an essentially first-order approach: we define generated back-
and-forth systems, basically a restricted form of Ehrenfeucht games, and link it to the 
concept of generated submodels. 

D E F I N I T I O N 6.5. [Generated back-and-forth systems] Let M and M be two first-order 
models in the hybrid signature. A generated back-and-forth system between M and A r 

is a non-empty family F of finite partial isomorphisms between M and M satisfying the 
following two extension rules: 

(O-extens ion) 

(forth) if heF, m € dom(F) & RM (TO, TO'), then hu{(m', n')}e F for some n' G N, 
(back) if heF, neran(F) k RjV(n,n'), then hU{(m',n')}eF for some m' G M. 

(nomina l ex t ens ion ) 

(forth) if ft. £ F and there exists m G M such that VM(i) = {TO} for some nominal 
i, then there exists n G Ar such that h U {(m, n)} G F, 

(back) a similar condition backwards. 

Let TO G kM, n G kN, then (M,m) ~Q (Air,n) means that there is a generated back-
and-forth system linking ftA and Af with a partial isomorphism sending m{i) to n(i). 

Note how closely this definition follows Definition 1.8. In fact, if we think of a generated 
back-and-forth system as describing an Ehrenfeucht game, then the only difference is 
that in the "generated back-and-forth game" the universal player must choose his moves 
from fl-successors or worlds named by a nominal, whereas any choice is allowed in the 
full first-order game. Unsurprisingly, restricting the play to accessible worlds closely 
connects generated back-and-forth systems and generated submodels. 

D E F I N I T I O N 6.6. [Generated submodel] Let M = (M, R, V) be a hybrid model and 
S C M. Let NAMED denote the subset of M whose elements are the denotation of some 
nominal. The submodel of M generated by S (or the S-generated submodel of M) is the 
substructure of M with domain {TO G M there is s G SuNAMED such that R*(s,m)}, 
for R* the reflexive and transitive closure of R. 

Note that if NAMED = {} we obtain the familiar modal notion of a generated submodel, 
and that if in addition S is a singleton set, we have the usual modal notion of a point-
generated (or rooted) submodel. 

We now define two notions of invariance. A first-order formula <p{x) in free variables x 
in a signature with one binary relation R, unary predicates and constants (and equality) 
is invariant for generated submodels if for all pairs [M,fh) and (M'.rh) such that M! 
is the TO-generated submodel of M, 

M |= ip[rh\ if and only if M' \= <p[fh]. 

Similarly, we say that ip(x) is invariant for generated back-and-forth systems if for all 
pairs (M,rh) and (Af,n), (M,m) =G (N,n) implies 

M \= <f[m] if and only if Af |= tp[n]. 
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T H E O R E M 6.7. Let ip(x) be a first-order formula in the hybrid signature. Then the 
following are equivalent 

i. ip(x) is equivalent to a formula in the bounded fragment. 

ii. <p(x) is invariant for generated submodels. 

in. f{x) is invariant for generated back-and-forth systems. 

P R O O F . 

i) => it) is obvious. 

ii) =>. in) First note that <p(x) is invariant for generated submodels iff -><p(x) is. Now, 
suppose if(x) is invariant for generated submodels but not preserved under generated 
back-and-forth systems. Then we have pairs (M,fh) and (TV, n) such that (M,m) =G 

(A/-, n), and M \= p{rn} while A ' |= - ^ [ n ] . 
Let M' (A/"') be the m- (n-) generated submodel of M (AT). Then still M' \= ip[fh] 

and M' \= -*<p[n] by invariance, and clearly (M',m) =G (A/ \n) . But then {M',fh) 
and (A/7,") have the same first-order theory by the following argument. Because 
(Ai', m) = G (Af',n), Duplicator has a winning strategy in all games where Spoiler 
only plays immediate /^-successors or points named by a nominal. But since the models 
are generated, in the first-order back-and-forth game Spoiler can only play worlds which 
are accessible by a finite ü-transition from either the root or one of the named worlds. 
But then Duplicator can compute a winning answer for the classic Ehrenfeucht game 
from his winning generated back-and-forth strategy. This contradicts the claim that 
AT (= <p[m] and A/"' |= -*p[n]. 

Hi) =>• i) This implication follows from a diagram-chasing argument [van Benthem, 
1996]. Let if(x) be as in the hypothesis, and BC(<p(x)) be the bounded consequences 
of ip(x) (that is, the consequences of ip(x) that belong to BF). We have to show that 
BC((p(x)) \= <p(x), from which the result follows by compactness. (Here we interpret 
the x as constants, or equivalently we use the local version of first-order consequence.) 

If BC(ip(x)) is inconsistent we are done. Otherwise, let M,fh satisfy BC{ip{x)) and 
AT, n satisfy ip(x) together with the bounded theory of M, fh. (Such a pair of model and 
assignment can easily be shown to exist.) Take w-saturated extensions (M+,m) and 
(A"+, n). Create a family F of finite functions between M+ and N+ as follows: ƒ : x i-> y 
is in F iff (M+, x) and (A'+ , y) make the same bounded formulas true. F is a generated 
back-and-forth system linking m and n. Now we can start diagram chasing: M \= <p[n] 
then (by elementary extension) Af+ \= tp[n], then (by invariance) M+ (= >p[fh], then 
(passing to an elementary submodel) M \= <p[m] as desired. QED 

6.1.3 Hybrid Bisimulations 

We have just seen that by weakening the notion of an Ehrenfeucht game we can link the 
bounded fragment (and hence % s (@, | ) ) with generated submodels. But in spite of its 
binding apparatus, %s(@, 4-) has a distinctly modal flavor. By using hybrid bisimulation 
we will now characterize 7is{@,i) in intrinsically modal terms. The approach has an 
advantage over the use of generated back-and-forth systems as results can be easily 
obtained for reducts as well. 
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Remember that we introduced the truly modal notion of fc-seq-bisimulations in Def
inition 3.13. Well, something very much first-order is bidden hphind: partial isomor
phisms. 

PROPOSITION 6.8. Let k > 2, and let M A A'. If (in.m) A (n,n), then the func
tion ƒ defined as f(m) = n and f(m(i)) = n(i) is a partial isomorphism between 
{m{l).... , m(k), m) and {n(l) , . . . , n(k), n}. 

PROOF. The map ƒ is a bijection by (var) and (@). By (prop) and (@), ƒ preserves 
nominals and prepositional variables. To see that it preserves the accessibility relation 
suppose RM(x,y). There are three cases: i) Suppose x — m and y = nij. Then by 
(forth) there is n' such that Rr(n,n') and (m,mi) ~ (n,n'). But m(i) = m$, so by 
(var), n' = n(i), whence R (n, f(m(i))). ii) Suppose x = rrii and y = m. Let j / i. 
Such a j exists because we assumed that k > 2. By (4,), (fhJ

m,m) A (nJ
n,n). Then by 

(@), (fh3
m,mi) A (nJ

n,ni). Now continue as i). Hi) Finally, suppose x = m, and y = mr 

By (@), {fh,mi) A (n,nz). Continue as in j). Thus RM{x,y) implies RM{f{x)J{y)). 
For the other direction use (back) in the same way. QED 

Note that the condition k > 2 is crucial. We use it together with (i.) to store the 
information about m. Proposition 6.8 shows that there is a clear link with our earlier 
work on generated back-and-forth systems, and the next theorem shouldn't come as a 
surprise: 

THEOREM 6.9. (M, m) ~ (A/", n) if and only if (M,fh) = G (A/", ü). 

PROOF. 

[=*>]. Let (M,fh) ~ (N,n). Define a family F of maps as follows: ƒ G F if there exists 
(x, x') A (j/, y') and ƒ is defined as in Proposition 6.8. 

Clearly fh and n are connected by a map. By Proposition 6.8 all maps are partial 
isomorphisms. We show the (forth) side of (nominal extension): all other conditions 
have a similar proof. Suppose f E F and let i be a nominal. Then for some x, x, y, y, 
(x, x') A (y% y') by definition of F. Then (x * x', x') ~ (y * y', y') by (sto). But then 
by (@). (x * x', iM) ~ (y * y', iA ). Thus, the required extension is in F. 

[<=]. Let (M, fh) =c (A/-, n). We define the following family of relations: for any ƒ e F. 
for any k, for any tuple fh in the fc-th power of the domain of ƒ and for any m in 
the domain of ƒ, we set (m,m) ~ (f(fh),f(m)). It is easy to check that this is an 
w-seq-bisimulation. QED 

It is possible to prove a direct characterization result for 'HsC®, I) in terms of invariance 
for fc-bisimulations, using a diagram-chasing argument. We are not going to do this here 
since in the next section we will take a detour via the bounded fragment to reach the 
same result. It is also possible to develop /e-pebble versions of generated back-and-forth 
systems; this notion takes the exact number of variables used in formulas into account. 
It is not difficult to see that k + 1-pebble generated back-and-forth systems correspond 
to fc-bisimulations. 
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6.1.4 Harvest 

It is time to draw together the threads we have developed. First we note their con
sequences for the expressive power of Hs(@,I) over models. Then we note the conse
quences for frames and what this tells us about hybrid completeness. 

Expressivity over Models. We have arrived to the following five-fold characteriza
tion of Hs(@,i): 

THEOREM 6.10. Let ip{x) be a first-order formula in the hybrid signature (with equality). 
Then the following are equivalent 

i. ip(x) is equivalent to the standard translation of a Hs(@,\) formula, 
ii. ip(x) is invariant for generated submodels, 

iii. f(x) is invariant for generated back-and-forth systems, 
iv. ip(x) is invariant for UJ-seq-bisimulation. 
v. ip(x) is equivalent to a formula in the bounded fragment of first-order logic. 

PROOF. By Corollary 6.4, Theorem 6.7, Proposition 3.15 and Theorem 6.9. QED 

But these have obvious consequences for the ordinary modal correspondence language. 
In particular, if we consider nominal-free hybrid sentences, then we obtain a five-fold 
characterization of the fragment of first-order logic in the classical modal signature which 
is invariant for generated submodels. 

COROLLARY 6.11. Let tp(x) be a first-order formula in the modal signature (with equal
ity). Then the following are equivalent 

i. tp(x) is equivalent to the standard translation of a nominal-free TLs(@, I) sentence. 
ii. if(x) is invariant for generated submodels (now in the standard modal sense), 

iii. ip(x) is invariant for R-generated back-and-forth systems (an R-generated back-
and-forth system is a back-and-forth system satisfying only the O-extension rule), 

iv. ifi{x) is invariant for uj-seq-bisimulation. 
v. <p(x) is equivalent to a formula in the bounded fragment of first-order logic without 

constants. 

A simple generalization of the reduction of the universal validity of a first-order formula 
a to bisimulation invariance of a formula a' given in [van Benthem, 1996, Remark 4.19], 
shows that the problem of verifying if a given formula is equivalent to a formula in 
the bounded fragment of first-order logic (even with no constants) is undecidable. And 
hence by the equivalences above, so are all the other problems (i.e., verifying whether 
a formula is invariant for generated submodels, invariant for generated back-and-forth 
systems, etc.). 

But the problem might admit effective solutions in certain particular cases (like, for 
example, when the original formula is already in a restricted class), and it is possible 
that this is easier to establish in terms of one of the five equivalent but different versions. 
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F r a m e s and Completeness . Since the late 1950s, one of the central topics in modal 
logic has been linking modal formulas to properties of frames and investigating when 
they give rise to complete axiomatizations for the frame classes they define. The work of 
the previous section easily yields a characterization of the frame-defining abilities of pure 
nominal-free sentences. Moreover, the axiomatic investigations of [Tzakova. 1999a] show 
that there is a perfect match between definability and completeness for pure nominal-free 
sentences. By combining these results we obtain matching definability and completeness 
results for a wide range of first-order definable frame classes. 

In modal correspondence theory, the first-order language (with equality) over the 
signature consisting simply of a binary symbol R is called the (first-order) frame lan
guage. A frame condition is a formula in the frame language containing exactly one free 
variable. The class of frames defined by a frame condition ip(x) is the class in which the 
universal closure Vx.tp{x) is true; we call this class FRAMES(VX.<^(X)). 

Before proceeding, two simple observations are in order. First, note that if we apply 
the standard translation ST to a pure nominal-free sentence a, then ST(a) is a frame 
condition with free variable x. Furthermore, note that for any frame T = (M, R) we 
have that T lh a iff T |= \fx.ST(a); this is an immediate consequence of the definition 
of frame validity. 

T H E O R E M 6.12. Let K[?/s(@, .J,)] be the axiomatization given in Definition 3.10, and 
for any hybrid sentence a let K[Hs(@, J.)] + oc be the system obtained by adding a as 
an additional axiom. Then, if tp(x) is a frame condition and <p(x) is invariant under 
generated submodels (in the usual modal sense) we have that: 

i. Ifip(x) is in the bounded fragment then the pure nominal free sentence lx.HT(tp(x)) 
defines FRAMES(VX.<P(X)), and K[Hs(@,].)] + ix.HT(ip(x)) is strongly complete 
with respect to FRAMES(Vx.tp(x)). 

n. If <f(x) is not in the bounded fragment, there is a pure nominal free sentence a 
such that a defines FRAMES(VX.</5(X)), and ST (a) is equivalent to <p{x). Moreover, 
K[H$(@, X)] + & is strongly complete with respect to FRAMES(Vx.f^(x)). 

Conversely, if a sentence a is pure and nominal-free, then a defines the class of frames 
FRAMES(WX.ST(a(x))), and K[Hs(@,i-)] + a is a complete axiomatic system. 

P R O O F . The converse condition was proved in [Blackburn and Tzakova, 1998b]. so let's 
examine the other direction. 

For item i), we first remark that as tp(x) belongs to the frame language, it contains no 
unary predicate symbols, hence HT(ip(x)) is a pure formula; that Xx-HT{ip(x)) is a pure 
nominal-free sentence is thus clear. Now, by Corollary 6.3, for any model M. = (J7, V) 
and any m € M, {T, V) \= (p[m\ iff {J7, V), m lh ix.HT(ip). But this means that 
{T,V) (= Vx.ip iff (ƒ", V) lh Ix.HT(ip). As ip(x) contains no unary predicate symbols 
(and ix.HT(ifi) no prepositional variables) V is irrelevant, and hence T \= \fx.ip(x) iff 
T lh Ix.HT(ip). This means that ix.HT(ip(x)) defines FRAMEs(V:r.</?(a:)). Completeness 
follows using the arguments of [Blackburn and Tzakova, 1998b]. 

For item li) we know that <p(x), being invariant under generated submodels, is equiv
alent to a formula in the bounded fragment — but is it equivalent to a frame condition 
ip'(x)? In fact, this can be established by diagram-chasing argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 6.7. The key point to observe is that instead of showing that BC(ip(x)) \= f(x), 
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we can show by the same method that FC((p(x)) (= <p{x), where FC are all the frame 
conditions implied by tp(x). Thus there is an equivalent frame condition <p'(x), and we 
can take a to be ix.HT(ipf(x)). The remainder of the proof is as for item i). QED 

6.1.5 Variations 

The Hs{{R~l),'Q;l) Language. The characterization results given in Section 6.1.4, 
become particularly natural when we introduce the (-R"1) operator. To cope with the 
backward looking operators, we need a slightly more liberal notion of generated sub
model: a point t belongs to the submodel temporally generated by a subset 5 if t is 
reachable from some point s G S by making a finite sequence of moves through the 
accessibility relation, where both forward and backward steps are allowed. The charac
terization results we have proved hold for Ws{(R~l), @, I) under this notion of generated 
submodel. 

But let's press matters a little further. Note that in nominal-free sentences of 
TisiiR'1),©,^), all occurrences of § can be eliminated. As a simple example, con
sider the definition of the Until operator: 

Until(^) := lx.(R)lyMx((R)(y/\<p)A[R)({R)y^i>)). 

Observe that the following ©-free sentence has the same effect: 

U n t i l ( ^ ) := lx.{R)iy.{R-l)(x A ((R)(y A <p) A[R]((R)y -> </>))). 

In other words, instead of retrieving the point named by x using the @ operator, we can 
reach it by means of (R~l). This observation (first made in [Blackburn and Tzakova, 
1998a]) is completely general. As long as a KsdR-1), @, i) formula does not contain 
nominals or free state variables, it is always possible to simulate @ by zig-zagging back 
to the binding point using (R) and {R^1)-

More precisely, suppose a nominal free sentence ip has a temporal depth of n (that 
is, the maximal depth of embedding of tense operators is n) and that ip is satisfied at 
a state m. When we evaluate a subformula of tp of the form @xtf> at some point m' -
which cannot be more than n forward and backward steps from m — we know that 
x must be bound to a point m" which is also not more than n forward and backward 
steps from m. Hence m' and m" are separated by at most 2rc steps. We can define an 
operator @2n that allows us to zig-zag to a named state lying within 2n steps as follows. 
Let 2n-ZZ be the set of all non-empty finite sequences of (R) and (R'1) operators of 
length at most In. Then for any formula ip and any variable x we define: 

@lnip := (xAi/')V \f z{xAip). 
z€2n-ZZ 

Hence, given a nominal free sentence <p of temporal depth n. we eliminate all occurrences 
of @ as follows. Let @xip be a subformula of ip where v contains no occurrences of @. 
Replace @xtp by @2™ip to form tp'. Repeating this procedure (starting with ip1) produces 
an equivalent nominal-free sentence containing no occurrences of @. Thus, in the setting 
of tense logic, our characterization results for nominal free sentences go through without 
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the help of @. {R), (R ), and J. work together beautifully. No auxiliary apparatus (not 
even (9)) is required, and the outcome is a lan^uafffi which exactly captures first-order 
temporal reachability. 

T h e "Hs(&) Language . To close this section we will discuss one further characteriza
tion: Which classes of frames are definable using Hs(@) formulas whose only atoms are 
state variables? 

In a sense, the standard translation ST already gives us an answer to this question. 
Let F be a class of frames defined by a sentence tp of the first-order frame language. 
Then F is definable by a formula of Hs(@) whose only atoms are variables iff there 
is some formula a in this fragment such that tp is equivalent to the universal closure 
of ST (a). Unfortunately, this is not very helpful. Ideally we would like a syntactic 
characterization of the range of ST when restricted to 7ls(@) formulas whose only 
atoms are state variables, together with a reverse translation (like our earlier HT). 

What about a semantic characterization? Here we can do a little better by using the 
notion of @-k-seq-bisimulatwn (see the discussion following Definitions 3.13 and 3.14). 
Let M ~@ N denote the fact that there is an @-fc-seq-bisimulation linking M and J\f. 
A first-order formula <p(x,y), for \x\ = k is called invariant for @-k-seq-bisimulation, if 
for all models M, M such that M ~© H 

(m, m) ~ Q (n, n) => M \= <p[rh, m] iff N \= <p[n, n]. 

T H E O R E M 6.13. A first-order formula tp(x,y) is invariant for @-k-seq-bisimulation if 
and only if it is equivalent to the standard translation of an Hs(@)-formula containing 
the variables x. 

P R O O F . Preservation is straightforward. For the characterization part we do a diagram-
chasing. Let M,m,m and N', n, n have the same hybrid theory. Define a relation ~ on 
the w-saturated extensions M+ and AT+ of M. and N as follows: 

(m, x) ~ (n,y) € B •& Vip.(A4+, m, x lh tp <=> N+. n, y\\-<p). 

The standard proof shows that ~ is a modal bisimulation. We check the extra condi
tions. For all i, (m, m,) ~ (n,ni) holds by the following argument. A 1 + , m , m , lh tp iff 
M+. m, m lh @Xitp iff Af+, n, n lh @Xitp iff A/"+, n, n* lh tp. The other two conditions are 
satisfied because of the following. Let (fh.mi) ~ (n,y). Since M+,fh,mi lh Xi, also 
J\f+, n, y lh Xi. But then y = ly. QED 

Using this results it is easy, for example, to show that 3y.(R(x, y)AR(y, y)) is not equiv
alent to an ©-formula with one free variable, and that R{x, y)/\R{x, z) —• 3w.(R(y, w) A 
R(z,w)) is not equivalent to an ©-formula in three free variables. And it does tell us 
something about frame definability: 

COROLLARY 6.14. Let F be a class of frames defined by a sentence tp of the first-order 
frame language. Then F is definable by a formula of Hs{Q) whose only atoms are 
variables iff tp is equivalent to the universal closure of a formula that is invariant under 
@-k-seq-bisimulations. 
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6.2 Interpolation and Beth Definability 
In 1957. Craig proved the interpolation theorem for first-order logic [Craig, 1957]. Since 
Craig's paper, interpolation has become one of the standard properties that one investi
gates when designing a logic, though it has not received the status of a completeness or 
a decidability theorem. One of the main reasons why a logic should have interpolation 
is because of "modular theory building." As we will see below, interpolation in modal 
logic is equivalent to the following property (which is the semantic version of Robinson's 
consistency property). 

If two theories 7\ and T2 are consistent (have a model), and they are complete 
and agree on the common language (i.e., for any formula 9 built up from 
atoms occurring both in 7\ and in T2 either 7\ (= 9 and T2 \= 9. or 7\ |= -$ 
and T2 |= -i0), then Tx U T2 has a model. 

The property is not only intuitively valid for scientific reasoning, it also has practical 
consequences. In computer science for example, it shows up in the incremental design, 
specification and development of software and has received quite some attention in 
that community, (see, e.g., [Renardel de Lavalette, 1989]). There are also technical 
reasons why interpolation is desirable. In particular, it can be used to establish the Beth 
definability property which we already discussed in Section 4.5.3 and we will formally 
introduce in Section 6.2.2. 

6.2.1 Kinds of Interpolation 

For first-order logic we find the following notions of interpolation in the literature. 

DEFINITION 6.15. [Interpolation property] Let IP(y?) be the set of atomic symbols oc
curring in tp. 

The Arrow Interpolation Property (AIP) holds if, whenever |= <p —> ip, there exists 
a formula 9 such that |= tp -> 9. f= 9 -> v and IP(6>) C P(tp) fl IP(^). 
The Turnstile Interpolation Property (TIP) holds if. whenever tp \= ip, there exists 
a formula 9 such that tp (= 9, 9 |= tp and IP(0) C \P{<p) n IP(^). 

For first-order logic the two versions are equivalent but in general this is not the case (as 
we see below this depends on both compactness and the availability of a deduction theo
rem, see [Czelakowski, 1982].) The meaning of TIP in modal logics depends on the way 
we define the consequence relation ip \= tp. Remember our discussion in Section 4.2.1. 
In modal and hybrid logic the different interpolation properties are related as follows. 

PROPOSITION 6.16. 

i. With the local consequence relation \='"% AIP and TIP are equivalent. 
Ü, If \='°c is compact, then AIP implies TIP. 
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For this reason, from now on we take TIP to be denned using the global consequence 
relation. AIP and TTP are nftpn referred to as the strong and weak interpolation prop
erties respectively, and we will sometimes use this terminology. In what follows, f= will 
represent |='°';, and we will explicitly write \="'° when we refer to global consequence. 

Coming back to merging of theories, by a standard proof one can show that 

PROPOSITION 6.17. If the local consequence relation is compact, the arrow interpolation 
property and the Robinson consistency property are equivalent. 

6.2.2 Beth Definability 

The Beth definability property [Beth, 1953] is usually studied together with interpo
lation (and in many cases interpolation is considered just a step in the proof of Beth 
definability). Loosely speaking, a logic has the Beth definability property if any implicit 
definition has also an explicit definition. More precisely: 

DEFINITION 6.18. [Beth definability property] 

A logic has the local Beth definability property if for all formulas ip(a, a) whose 
atomic symbols occur among a,a, if |= ip(a,a/bi) A ip(a,a/b2) -> (h «-)• b2) then 
there is a formula 9(a) such that |= tp(a,a) —»• {0(a) o a). 
A logic has the global Beth definability property if for all formulas if (a, a) whose 
atomic symbols occur among a, a, if ip(a, a/b\) A ip(a, a/b2) \='''" b\ -B- b2 then there 
is a formula 9(a) such that ip(a,a) \=3'° 9(a) <->• a. 

In first-order and modal logics the local Beth definability property is equivalent to arrow 
interpolation (see [Kracht. 1999] for a detailed discussion) and this relation also holds 
for hybrid languages. 

In contrast, the relation between global Beth and turnstile interpolation is not as 
tight. It can be shown that there exist logics without global interpolation while having 
the global Beth definability property, and that there are logics with global interpolation 
without Beth definability. See [Maksimova, 1991b]. 

In the next section, we will investigate interpolation for certain hybrid languages. 
Given Proposition 6.19 below, whenever we succeed in establishing arrow interpolation 
for a hybrid language, we immediately obtain both global and local Beth definability. 

PROPOSITION 6.19. Let C be a hybrid language having the arrow interpolation property. 
Then C has both the global and local Beth definability property. 

PROOF. The proof is standard. See [Kracht, 1999]. QED 

6.2.3 Interpolation for -HS(Q).|), Fragments and Extensions 

In this section we will prove AIP for Ks(@,i), disprove AIP and TIP for its finite 
variable fragments (our earlier work on fc-seq-bisimulations will enable us to construct 
straightforward counterexamples) and some other fragments, while we show that TIP 
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holds for the sublanguage %${&). Interestingly, we will be able to generalize the positive 
results by drawing on the general completeness result we discussed in Theorem 6.12. 

Even though interpolation was originally considered a property of deductive systems 
and established using proof-theoretical arguments as we did in Section 4.5.3, here we will 
take it as a property of consequence relations and prove it using semantic arguments (as is 
done, for example, in [Chang and Keisler, 1990]). Jerry Seligman has recently announced 
a proof-theoretical version of our result which has not yet been made available. 

We turn to the technicalities of the interpolation result. As is usual in interpola
tion proofs, where language related issues require special care, we replace the notion of 
consistency by the finer-grained notion of separability. 

D E F I N I T I O N 6.20. [Separability] Let T,U,L be sets of formulas. We say that the pair 
(T, U) is separable with respect to L if there exists a formula 9 E L such that T (= 8 and 
U \= -if). (T. U) is inseparable with respect to L if it is not separable with respect to L. 

The following theorems can be derived from the axiomatization introduced in Defini
tion 3.10 (see [Blackburn and Tzakova, 1999, Lemma 4.1] and [Blackburn and Tzakova, 
1998b, Lemma 7] for details). 

P R O P O S I T I O N 6.21. [Derived theorems and properties] 

K±. lv.((p-ïip) -> (Iv.tp-ï Iv.ip). 

Distr®. @s(fAip)<^(@sfA@sip). 

Intr®. (sAip)^@s(p. 

In addition, if\- if and i is a nominal in ip, then for some state variable x not occurring 
in ip, h \,x.if[i/'x\. If \~ <p and x is a free variable in <p, then for some nominal i not 
occurring in <p, h ip[x/i\. 

We are ready to prove the main result of this section. 

T H E O R E M 6.22. [Arrow interpolation for "Hs(@, 4-)] Let <f andip be formulas in the lan
guage Us(@,l), such that \= f —> ip- Then there exists a formula 9 such that 

i. f= f —> 9 and j= 9 —> ip. 

it. IP(0) C \P(f)n\P{iP). 

P R O O F . Suppose we are given formulas tfo and ip0 such that there is no interpolant for 
Vo —> VV We will prove that =̂ <po —*• tpo by producing a model M = (M, R. V) and 
an assignment g such that for some m E M, M.g.m lh fQ A ^ip0 (the proof follows 
the method of [Chang and Keisler, 1990] in which two models are simultaneously built 
using fresh constants). 

We can assume that {fo} and {^ipo} are consistent (for if they are not, then either 
_L or T is an interpolant). Furthermore they must be inseparable over the formulas in 
T-Ls(@,i) with atomic symbols in P{ip0) PI IP(^0)-

Let £ be the set of formulas of %s{@,i) over the expanded signature (PROP. 
NOM,SVAR). and C' the set over the expended signature (PROP, NOM U N,SVAR) 
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where N = {n0 ,nk,...} is a countably infinite set of new nominals. For a for
mula tp define the restricted language C^ as [^ C C IP(£) C IP (.,;)] and C^ as 
{i e C' | P(0 C Pft>) U N}. Let £'^,0 = £%0 n £ V 

Let (/?!,... , </?fc,... (respectively, ipi,... , ̂ 4 , . . . ) be an enumeration of all formulas 
in £'fa {C'ip0). We define the sequences {no} U {i^o} = ïo C ^ C T2 C . . . and 
{n0} U {-Tp'o} = Uo C Ui C U2 Q • • . as follows: 
If Tj U {<fj} and £/.,• are separable over £%„,»„ then T J + 1 = Tj, otherwise 

- if (p- / @sS and v?j ^ @sOv3' for s e SSYM, then TJ+l = TjU { ^ } , 
- if (pj = @sS, then Tj+i = 7} U {y?,-} U {@8(n* A s) | nfc G N\NOM(Tj U [/.,•)}, 

- if ^ = @S<V, then T]+1 = TjU {tfj} U {@sO(nk A p') | nk 6 N\NOM(Tj U [/,- U 

{Vi})}. 

If T ; + i and Uj U {V^} a r e separable over C'' ipa^0 then [/j+1 = [/,-, otherwise 

- if xjJj ƒ @ss and ip} / ©,0?/-'' for s E SSYM, then Lr
J+i = U, U { ^ } , 

- if ip3 = @ss: then 6r
j+i = Uj U {^} U {@s(nk A s) \ nk £ N\l\IOM(TJ+1 U Uj)}, 

- if yJj = @sOt//, then Tj+1 = 7} U {IJJ3} U {@sO(nfc A V') | nk G N\N0M(7) + 1 U Uj U 

to»}-
The fresh nominals play the same role as Henkm witnesses in first-order proofs: they 
ensure that we obtain models in which every world has a name. Define 

rw = (J Tj and U„ = (J [/,-. 
jew jew 

C L A I M 6.23. For all j G w, (Tj,Uj) is inseparable with respect to CVo$0. Whence 
(Tu, Lv,) is an inseparable pair in this language. Furthermore Tw and Uu are maximally 
consistent in C'vo and C'^0, respectively. Hence for all 9 G CVo1p0: 9 G Tu <s 0 G [7U. 

P R O O F OF C L A I M . The proof is by induction on j . Separability/inseparability below 
is with respect to Cvo$0 except when otherwise mentioned. 

B A S E C A S E j = 0. Suppose (To, Uo) is separable. Then there is a formula 9 G £%0^0 

such that |= n0 A ip0 —> 9 and \= nQ A -rtpo —> -<6. 9 might contain some nominals of N, 
say {n^j , . . . , nik}. k > 0. Let XQ,X^, ... ,Xik G SVAR which don't occur in ip0, zpQ, 9. We 
will write 9[x0Xil ... Xik] for the formula obtained from 9 by replacing nij by Xu, and n0 

by XQ. Then, making use of the complete axiomatization given Definition 3.10, we have 

Proposition 6.21 
Ql twice 
Similarly 
Proposition 6.21 

Ql 
Q3 

(= -1^0 ->• («0 - > ->ö) 

^ -r^o -> 4-^o-l-Eii -l^i*.-löf^oXj! . . . , XjJ As before 
(= ->Vo -* -^ix0.ixn — Lz^jf^oXjj . . . ,XjJ Self Dual; 

F ^0 -»• ("0 - > Ö) 

r=^<*-(Vo -> ("0 -» ^ [x i j ) ) 
h 0̂ -> ("0 ^ I ^ ^ ^ J ) 
(= Vo ->• ("o ->• 4^M • • • • l^fc .Ö[XJ, . . . , x ,J ) 

^4x0. (^0 -» (aro - ^ ^ „ . . . . i . x ^ . ö l x o x , ! . . . ,a:ilt])) 
\= ipo —̂  J,XQ.(XO —> LXJI- • • • 4-^ijfö^oXjj . . . . XjjJ)) 
F ¥0 —> ^ O - J - ^ i i • • • • \'Xik-9[XQXil . . . , Xjj.] 
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0[a;oz«i • • • ! %ih\ is a formula in £^0 n£^,0 and thus ({ipo}, {^Vo}) is separable over C^0 n 
CVo. Contradiction. 

By using the inductive hypothesis "(Tj.Uj) is an inseparable pair" and going step by 
step through the construction, the inseparability of (2}+i, Uj+i) is easily established. H 

We are going to construct now a "named" or "labeled" model. Labeled models have 
played a crucial role in the development of the model theory of hybrid languages and 
they were successfully used already by the Sofia school in their axiomatic investigations 
for combinatory PDL (see for example [Passy and Tinchev, 1985b]). There is also a 
strong connection with Venema's work on general completeness results for modal logics 
containing the D difference operator [1991]. Venema discusses logics over a versatile 
signature containing D, but from the proof in Chapter 2 of [1991] we can see that the 
condition of versatility can be replaced by the inclusion of © in the signature, and that 
the D operator is actually used only to force propositions to behave as nominals. 

To start the construction we recall the notion of pasted maximal consistent sets 
(MCS) and labeled models from [Blackburn and Tzakova, 1999]. A maximal consistent 
set T is pasted if @s<p e F implies @s(i A tp) £ F for some nominal i, and @sO(p £ F 
implies @sO(i A ip) e F for some nominal i. A pasted MCS T is labeled by a nominal 
i precisely when i e F. Let T be a pasted MCS labeled by a nominal, then for all 
state symbols s appearing in F, let A, = {<p \ @s<p e F}. Then the labeled model 
yielded by T is M = (M, K V), where M = {As \ s is a state symbol in F}, R(A, A') 
iff {ip | dip e A} C A' and A e V(p) iff p € A, for p a propositional variable or nominal. 

We define the natural assignment g : SVAR —>• M by g{x) — {TO € M \ x € m}. 

By construction Tu and Uu are pasted MCSs labeled by the nominal n0 € N. Let Mw — 
(Mw , Rvo, Vvo) be the labeled model obtained from Tu and M^0 = {M^0, RnPo, V^,0) the 
one obtained from Uu. Finally, let gva and g^0 be the natural assignments defined as 
9fo(x) = {me Mvo \ x £ m} and g^0{x) = {m e M$Q \ x G m}. We use Af° and A*0 

to denote elements of Mvo and M^0. 

CLAIM 6.24. 

i. A£° = Tw and A * = Uu. 
u. For Af e Mva there is n € N such that n e Af (or equivalently Af = A£°). 

Similarly for Af> 6 M$0. 

PROOF OF CLAIM. 

i) We show that A£° = Tu; the other case is similar. A%° is an MCS because @„0 is self-
dual. So it is sufficient to show that A^° D Tw. Let ip S Tw. By Intra |= n0 f\ip —> @no<p. 
Because @„0>p € C'm, n0 e Tw and Tw is maximal in C! @noV € Tu. By definition 
f e A£°. 
it) Lemma 4.3.5 in [Blackburn and Tzakova, 1999] proves that for n a nominal, A„ a 
maximal consistent set labeled by n, and F a maximal consistent set. if n € F then 
An = T. Using this result we can establish ii) as follows. 

We prove the case for M.^. @ss is a formula in CJlfa, hence @ss = ipj for some j , 
and furthermore a theorem. Hence {@ss} will be added to Tj+i together with @s(sAnk) 
for a new nominal nk. Hence nk € Af and A%° = Af. H 
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From Claim 6.24 and following [Blackburn and Tzakova. 1999. Lemma 4.8]. it follows 
that Mw, g^0 and Mvo, gvo satisfy a Truth Lemma, and thus 

M » , * , , A£° lh p and M^0,g*. A * lh -*/>. (6.1) 

Furthermore the two models are very closely related in the following sense. 

CLAIM 6.25. Let a function h : M,fa - • M^ be defined as h(A£°) = A*°. for n G N. 
Then h is a homomorphism in the common language £'̂ 0Vo- Moreover, g^0 = hoglpo. 

PROOF OF CLAIM, h is defined at every member of the domain of Mvo by Claim 6.24.Ü) 
and the fact that for any n G N, both A£° and A*0 are uniquely defined. Moreover, h is a 
bijection because @nT G Tu iff @nT G Uu and in X ^ 0 and My,0 nominals are interpreted 
as singleton sets. For any proposition symbol p in £'^0^,0 we have A£° G V^0(p) iff 
@np G Tw iff @np G E/w iff /i(A£°) G V^,(p). For the relation fl, ^„(AJ*», A£,°) iff 
@nOn' G Tu iff anOn' G !7W iff /^,0(/i(A£°), ft(A^)). A similar argument shows that 
9i,0=hogv,0. H 

Since the two models share the same frame and agree on the common language, there 
is a model jM and an assignment g for the union of the two languages which have M^0. 
g^ and M^, cfyo a s reducts. But then by (6.1), M,g, A„0 lh tp0 A -n/»0, and we are 
finished. QED 

Actually, we can prove a stronger result: we can restrict the free variables occurring in 
the interpolant 9 to only those appearing both in y>0 and ip0- Reason as follows. Assume 
|= (po(x, z) -¥ ipo(y, z); here we explicitly show the state variables free in ip0 and ip0 and 
indicate which are shared. By Proposition 6.21 we can replace sequences of free variables 
x, y, z by new nominals ix, iy, iz such that (= ip0{ix, iz) —> ipo{iyJz)- L'se Theorem 6.22 
to find an interpolant 8(s,iz). The s are free variables that might appear in 9; we can 
assume s to be disjoint from x.y,z. By Nj. and Qt we obtain |= (pQ(ix,iz) -> ls.9(iz) 
and \= i§.9(Q -¥ ipoih/Jz)- We now rename again the formulas to the original x,y, z 
and the interpolant will only contain free state variables common to ^0 and rp0. 

Furthermore, note that nothing in the proof is intrinsically tied to the number of 
modalities in the language. In other words, arrow interpolation also holds for the multi
modal versions of Hsi^A) if modalities are allowed freely in the interpolant, i.e., if 
modalities are taken as logical operators and not considered part of the restriction on 
common languages. 

COROLLARY 6.26. Multi-modal Hs(@,l) has AIP if no restriction on occurrences of 
modalities is imposed for the interpolant. 

However when we restrict the interpolant to contain only the modalities in the common 
language, then interpolation does not follows immediately, especially if the modalities 
interact (for example, if the theory contains axioms involving more than one modality; 
see [Marx, 1999] for examples of this type). We conjecture that interpolation goes 
through even if the interpolant's modalities are restricted to the common language, for 
logics where the modalities don't interact. 
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But the most important generalization is that strong interpolation holds not only 
in the minimal logic of %s(@,4) but in any pure axiomatic extension. As is shown 
in. for example, [Blackburn and Tzakova. 1998a], labeled models validate pure axioms. 
Now. we have shown how to use labeled models to prove interpolation in Theorem 6.22. 
So if we use the same construction for any extension of /HS(@,4.) by adding pure ax
ioms, the resulting frame will validate the extra axioms. Hence in view of our earlier 
characterization (Theorem 6.10) of the bounded fragment we have: 

THEOREM 6.27. Let p(x) be a frame condition in the bounded fragment. The theory in 
the hybrid language Hs(@,l) of the class FRAMEs(Vx.i/?(f)) has AIP. 

This result stands in sharp contrast with the scarcity of general interpolation results 
obtained for the basic modal language; see for example [Maksimova, 1991a]. 

On the other hand, it is clear from the proof that the number of state variables 
needed cannot be bounded (they are used to quantify away the nominate in the proof 
of Claim 6.23). Indeed, if we restrict %s{@,\) to only a finite number of variables, 
then arrow interpolation fails. We use the notion of fc-seq-bisimulations to provide 
counterexamples. Let's consider the case of Hs(@, | ) restricted to only one state variable. 

Figure 6.1: Counterexample to interpolation 

Take the models in Figure 6.1 and the formulas 

ip = 0(pAq)AO(-^pAq)AO(-*pA^q) 

xp = (Or A G(r -> 0) ->• (<>(-*• A j) -> 0(-.r A -.j)). 

p —> ip is valid because for any world with at least three different successors, if there is a 
unique accessible r-world and one of the accessible ->r-worlds is named by the nominal j . 
then the second accessible -r-world is named ->j. Furthermore, M and Af 1-bisimulate 
in the common (empty) language of p and ip via the relation 

(m, m') ~ (n, n') iff d(m) = d{n) & d(m') = d(n') & (m = rn' <=> n = n'), 

where d(w) is the distance from the root to w. Finally, <p is true in M, a, while ip is 
false at N', a' which proves that an interpolant with only one propositional variable does 
not exist. Actually, the simpler formulas ip = Op A O^p and tp = Oi —> O-ii provide 
a counterexample to strong interpolation in the one-variable fragment, but they have 
OT A ( O J —>• 0->x) as weak interpolant. The more complex example proves failure in 
the weak case also. 
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Notice that the heart of the counterexample is just a counting argument, which can 
be reproduced for the other finite variable fragments of H%{@,^ by taking bigger and 
bigger models M and N exhibiting the same basic pattern. Hence: 

THEOREM 6.28. A IP fails in all finite variable fragments ofH$(@,i). 

A more complex counterexample based on the same idea can be set up to prove failure 
of weak (turnstile) interpolation. Consider again the formulas <p and ip in (6.2). Clearly 
<p \=«'" ip. Take now the model M and define M' by linking new copies of &o, &i and b2 

to each terminal world in M. Let Mu be the infinite model obtained by iterating this 
operation LO times and similarly for AC- Now Mu makes <p globally true. Suppose 9 is 
an interpolant on one variable. Then as <p \="'" 9, 9 is globally true at Mw. 

We need something stronger than a mere 1-bisimulation linking Mu and AC, as we 
want to transfer global truth. With ordinary modal languages, requiring ~ to be total 
and surjective is enough, but we have to take care of assignments as well. We will say 
that a fc-seq-bisimulation between M and N is full if for every (fh, m) e kM x M there 
is (n, n) € kN x N such that (fh, m) ~ (n, n) and vice versa. If we can define a full 
1-bisimulation between Mu and AC then AC \="'" 9. But ~ defined as in the previous 
case is indeed full. Hence, as 9 \="1" ip, ip should be globally true in AC — but it is not. 

THEOREM 6.29. TIP fails in all finite variable fragments ofWs{@,l)-

The models in Figure 6.1 and the formulas in (6.2) can also be used to prove failure 
of arrow interpolation for a number of fragments of Hs(@,i)- It is just a question of 
verifying that the formulas lie in the appropriate language and that the right bisimulation 
links a and a'. 

THEOREM 6.30. AIP fails for the basic modal language extended with nominals, for 
"Hw(@), and for their extensions with the (i?_1) and the E operators. 

Finally, we see from the proof of Theorem 6.22 that the I binder is needed in Claim 6.23. 
So what about interpolation in the sublanguage Hsi®)"? We can again use models M 
and N to prove that arrow interpolation fails. We use the restricted version of /c-seq-
bisimulation which leaves out condition (!.). In this framework we can define for any 
k, a A--seq-bisimulation between M and A" such that for any fh G kM and any n 6 kN. 
(fh,a) ~ (n, a'). This proves that there is no arrow interpolant for tp —• ip in ~Hs(©)-

THEOREM 6.31. AIP fails in Hs(@)-

But weak interpolation holds for 7is{@) because the role of J, is played by the implicit 
quantification in the definition of -p \=9'° ip. 

THEOREM 6.32. Let p> and ip be sentences ofHs(@) such that ip (="'" ip. Then there is 
a formula 9, which may contain additional free variables, such that 

i. ip \='>'° 9 and 9 p ' " ip. 
Ü. IP(0)CP(v>)nlP(V). 
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O U T L I N E OF P R O O F . We show how to modify the proof of arrow interpolation for 
Hs(@,i) (cf- Theorem 6.22) to obtain the result. 

First, the construction of the pasted sets T^ and Uu needs to be adjusted as we have 
to ensure that the labeled models obtained from them globally satisfy ip0 and -iip0. To 
that end, whenever we run into a formula of the form @3s or '8sO£ we paste not only a 
new nominal nk but also the formulas we want to make globally true. For example one 
clause in the definition of 7} + 1 would read 

- <fj = @ss, then Tj+1 = T3 U {ifj, @s(nk As A tp0)}, for nk £ N\NOM(T,- U Uj). 

We will need to show that for all j e w, (Tj,Uj) is (globally) inseparable with re
spect to Cvo$0. The base case is simple: if 9 (including perhaps some new nominals 
{nlo... ,nik}) separates (T0, U0) on £'vo^0, then 9[xn ...xik] separates ({<Po},{-<ipo}), 
for new variables {xiiy... ,xlk}: this is precisely where the free variables in the inter-
polant are needed. 

What about the inductive step? Consider, for example, the case of ifj — @ss. Assume 
that (Tj U {^j}, Uj) is inseparable in Cvo^0\ we want to prove that {Tj U {ifj, ®s(nk A 
s A ^o )} ; Uj) is inseparable. Suppose 9 separates this last pair. Then Uj \="'" -^9 while 
Tj U {@ss,@s(nk A s A ip0)} \=gl" 9. Because @s(nk A s A ip0) is an ©-formula, this is 
the case iff Tj U {@ss} \=3'" @s(nk A s A (p0) -*• 9. Furthermore, as ip0 e T} and nk is 
a new nominal by definition, for all M, M lh Tj implies M lh '@s(nk A s A ip0). Hence 
Tj U {@ss} \="'a 9. Contradiction. 

From now on the proof follows the same lines as before. We obtain labeled models 
such that Mlfi0 lh ^0 and M^0 II—<ip0 sharing the same frame, from which we build a 
model M where tp0 A - ^ 0 holds globally. QED 

We will prove in Chapter 7 that "HN(@) is well behaved with respect to complexity: like 
ordinary uni-modal logic it has a local PSPACE-complete satisfiability problem. On the 
other hand, "Hs(@,4-) is known to be undecidable. H N ( @ ) does not have interpolation 
(not even weak interpolation), while W.s(@,l) has one of the strongest versions of inter
polation for modal languages. Extending % N ( @ ) to Hs(@) gives us weak interpolation, 
but as we prove in Theorem 7.17, it turns the global Sat problem undecidable. It is 
natural to ask if there is any computationally well behaved hybrid language extending 
% N ( @ ) that enjoys arrow interpolation. Our conjecture is that the addition of graded 
modalities to % N ( @ ) would provide such a system (see the discussion at the end of 
Section 4.5.5). 

The table below summarizes the positive results concerning interpolation we have 
established in this section and in Section 4.5.3. Let ip(x) be a frame condition in the 
bounded fragment, 

Language 

Hs(@,l) over the class FRAMEs(\/x.ip(x)) 
Multi-modal Hs('94) 
Us(@,l) 
Hs(@) 
?i((i?-1),@,@o) 
U(@,@0) 

AIP 

yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 

TIP 

yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
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On the other hand, all the following logics fail to have both arrow and turnstile interpo
lation: the finite variable fragments of «8(0,4) , «w, n^iR-1)). ««(E), ««( ( i ï - 1 ) , E), 
«N(@), « N ( @ , (R-1)): « H ( 0 , E) and «N(@, (JT1), E). 

6.3 Reflections 

From a model-theoretical point of view the language «s(@,4) is surprisingly well be
haved. As we discussed in this chapter, it can be characterized in many different and 
natural ways, it responds with ease to both modal and first-order techniques, and has 
one of the strongest versions of the interpolation and Beth properties we are aware of 
for modal languages. This is in addition to the general completeness results we already 
discussed in Sections 3.4 and 6.1.4. 

Sometimes it happens that a particular language is in a state of "perfect equilibrium," 
offering high expressive power, simplicity, well understood proof and model theory, etc. 
The first-order language is such an example, and the results above seem to indicate 
that «s(@,4) is another. Such systems can be used as a "logical laboratory:7' what 
we learn from them using the plethora of techniques they offer can, in many cases, 
provide intuitions on restrictions and extensions. We saw this process in action during 
this chapter, as we were able to transfer certain results from Hs(@, 1) to extensions and 
sublanguages. 

As we said above and as we will prove in detail in the next section, «s(@, 4-) is unde-
cidable, just like FO is. And in that respect, it is probably not adequate for applications 
requiring inference if we can do with a language of lower expressivity. But we conjecture 
that the intrinsic locality of «s(@, 1) would translate in more efficient decision methods 
than those available for FO. In particular, it would be interesting to extend the resolu
tion method of Section 5.2.3 to full «s(@, I) and compare its performance with respect 
to, for example, a first-order resolution prover working on formulas from the bounded 
fragment. 

Concerning languages weaker than Hs{@,i) an interesting phenomena occurs. On 
the one hand, we have shown that they are extremely well behaved computationally 
as the presence of nominals and @ lets us define simple and elegant reasoning methods 
(both tableaux and resolution based), and they also show good behavior complexity wise 
as we will investigate in Chapter 7. But on the other hand, even though interpolation is 
usually taken as a sign of a balanced inference system, we have proved that this property 
usually fails for languages containing nominals but no binders. As we mentioned above, 
our conjecture is that this "expressivity gap" might be filled with the addition of counting 
operators. 


